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About Pharma City
The Location
Hyderabad Pharma City is the "World's largest pharmaceuticals
industrial park" near Hyderabad, India. In terms of size, the Park
stretches over 19,333 acres, making it one of the largest
industrial parks in the world for pharmaceutical production and
development with zero-pollution emissions.
Located between Outer Ring Road & Upcoming proposed
Regional ring road, under the supervision of the Telangana
Government, the project expects to generate USD 9.7 billion in
investments and employment for 5,60,000 people. Given its
national and international importance, the government of India
recognized the hub as a National Investment and Manufacturing
Zone (NIMZ). Through the development of Hyderabad Pharma
City at international standards, the pharmaceutical value chain
will be integrated.
Pharma city is likely to attract thousands of people and
investments in Real Estate in the future due to its progressive
nature.
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Advantages of Owning a Property
on Pharma City Main Road
Owning a property on the Pharma City main road comes
with multiple benefits. As your property is on the 200 ft
main road, the expected returns are much higher than that
of properties located inside the main street.
The process of high demand and re-selling is the key to
the long-term benefits that are accessible only through
owning a property on the main road. As there is rapid
infrastructural development, the re-selling process is
faster, and the appreciation of the land keeps increasing
over time.

Progressive development

Quick land appreciation

Best resale value
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About NS Homes
The Project

NS Homes is a residential open plot venture located on the 200 ft. main road
of Hyderabad Pharma City. The venture is beautifully designed and planned as
per the DTCP norms and has a total of 151 units. Considering the customers'
requirements for amenities, Flivv has taken on the responsibility of developing
NS Homes which includes BT roads, overhead water tank, underground
drainage, electricity, etc. to ensure quality settlement options in the future.
Located only 6 km away from Amazon Data Center, 2 km from the Hyderabad
Pharma City, and 8 km from Yacharam, Nagarjuna Sagar highway, NS Homes,
with its appealing landscape holds the advantage of being situated on the first
bit of the main road. That, in the future, will reap substantial benefits for the
existing owners of the NS Homes.
Featuring 40 ft and 33 ft Blacktop roads, expansive avenue plantations with
1,933.0 Sq. yds. & 3,004.0 Sq. yds. of area respectively, NS Homes is the best
choice of investment for you.
Apart from that, Flivv also ensures assistance throughout your investment
journey in NS Homes. As our customer, you can avail of our re-selling services
at standard prices of Rs 650 per sq. yds. As an owner of NS Home plots, if you
wish to re-sell your property in the upcoming years, we will make sure to do so
for you and help you reap benefits from the first investment itself.
Therefore, we advise you to invest in the best open plot venture near
Hyderabad’s Pharma City and enjoy numerous long-term investment
opportunities for a secure future and the generations to come.

NS Homes Visuals

Development in progress*

NS Homes Amenities
Grand Entrance

Gated 24x7 Security

100% Vastu Compliant

Overhead Water Tank

100% Vastu

40 ft. road
33 ft. road

40 & 33 Ft. Roads

Storm Water Drain

Water Harvesting Pit

Compound Wall

NS Homes Location Highlights
5 mins - Pharma City

5 mins - AWS

10 mins - RRR

20 mins - ORR

25 mins - TCS Adibatla

25 mins - Wonderla

35 mins - Airport

60 mins - Gachibowli

NS Homes
Layout

Plot availability
as on 22/10/2022

NS Homes Route Map

Scan QR Code for
NS Homes Location
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About Flivv Realty
The Company
Flivv, as a brand, has been in the business for more than 10 years. We
have worked as an IT company and gained the trust of our clients in our
successful years of service. We have now diversified into Realty aiming,
to continue the cycle of exceptional work with utmost commitment.
Real estate is one of the most recognized industries in the world.
Additionally, the construction of housing spaces and lodging has also
increased in urban and semi-urban areas. Keeping this into
consideration, as realtors in Hyderabad, Flivv Realty works efficiently to
ensure that your investments in Real Estate properties are safe.
Flivv Realty is an extended product from Flivv Web Development Private
limited. Flivv Realty exclusively focuses on Real Estate and provides the
leading services based on the needs of its clients. Be it for short-term or
long-term investment purposes. We make sure to secure your
investments and provide you with profitable returns with life-long
assistance.
Money plays a crucial role in everyone's life. Therefore, Flivv Realty's
objective is to help you maximize your investment. To secure your
future, we present you with excellent investment opportunities.

10+ years of trustworthy
client relations
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Note: This brochure is purely conceptual and not a
legal offer. The area is tentative and actual areas
arrive at the completion of the project. The promoters
reserve the right to make changes in elevation, plans
& specifications as deemed fit.

